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Software Products

END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR WinMOD® Software
If the Licensee uses the SOFTWARE to an extent that
exceeds the acquired usage rights qualitatively (concerning the type of permitted use) or quantitatively (concerning the number of acquired licenses), the Licensee
must acquire the licenses necessary for permitted use
without undue delay. If the Licensee fails to do so, the
Licensor will exercise the rights to which the Licensor
is entitled.
Copyright notices, serial numbers and other program
identifiers may not be altered or removed from the
SOFTWARE.

SOFTWARE PRODUCT LICENSE
1.

DEFINITIONS

LICENSOR:

WINMOD
GmbH
Neuendorfstraße 23 B
16761 Hennigsdorf, GERMANY

SOFTWARE:

“SOFTWARE” means the computer software under the WinMOD® trademark, related media, print material, application
documentation, electronic instructions and
all other publications related to the product. “SOFTWARE” also includes any
updates and upgrades of the initial product.

COMPUTER:

In this EULA, “COMPUTER” means a single “computer system.”

INTENDED
USE:

The SOFTWARE is intended for simulations
for
testing
purposes;
the
SOFTWARE creates a digital model of
machines and (production) systems in the
sense of virtual commissioning. The
SOFTWARE is not intended for real use,
i.e., use in real machines or (production)
systems.

2.

APPLICATION

2.1.

This software license applies to WinMOD® system software, WinMOD® add- ons, WinMOD® configurations,
WinMOD® SIMLINE and WinMOD® program libraries
for companies, legal persons under public law and special funds under public law in the sense of Section 310
(1) of the German Civil Code [Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch, BGB].

2.2.

Installation and configuration services are not the
object of this EULA.

3.

LICENSE GRANTING
Conditional on compliance with this EULA, the Licensor grants the Licensee the following rights:

3.1.

3.1 Rights granting
Upon complete payment of the purchase price, the
Licensee will be granted the non- exclusive rights to,
without temporal or spatial limitation, use the
SOFTWARE to the extent specified by this EULA.
The SOFTWARE may be installed on any number of
COMPUTERS, but may only be run on a single
COMPUTER and by a natural person via a dongle. A
dongle (USB stick with a dongle program) permitting
agreed and licensed use of the SOFTWARE will be provided to the Licensee. Simultaneous use by the maximum number of natural persons corresponding to the
number of licenses (dongles) acquired by the Licensee
is permitted.
Permitted use especially includes installing, loading
into memory and intended use by the Licensee of the
SOFTWARE.
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3.2.

Transfers
A single license may not be shared or used on several
COMPUTERS simultaneously. The SOFTWARE may
only be used on a single COMPUTER as specified by
this EULA.
The Licensee may permanently transfer his or her
acquired copy of the SOFTWARE to third parties by
handing over the license certificate and application
documentation if the Licensee does not retain copies of
the SOFTWARE. In this case, the Licensee must fully
cease using the SOFTWARE, remove any installed
copies of the SOFTWARE from his or her
COMPUTERS and erase or hand over to the Licensor
all other copies on other data carriers, unless longer
storage is required by law. If requested by the Licensor,
the Licensee must confirm the complete performance
of the stated measures in writing or state the reasons
for storing the SOFTWARE for a longer period. If the
SOFTWARE is an update, every transfer must include
every previous version of the SOFTWARE and
dongles. Transfers may not be performed indirectly,
e.g., on commission. The Licensee must expressly
require compliance with the extent of the rights granting under this EULA from the third party. Furthermore,
the Licensee must disclose to the Licensor the name
and complete address of the end user to whom the software is provided.

3.3.

Activation
The licensing rights granted by this EULA may only be
exercised if the SOFTWARE is activated within 14 days
of installation. The licensed copy must be activated as
described in the setup sequence. If the SOFTWARE is
not activated within 14 days, all parts of the
SOFTWARE must be uninstalled and the backup copy
must be destroyed. The original data carrier, all provided documentation and all accessories must be returned to the Licensor.

3.4.

Backup copy
The Licensee may create a backup copy of the
SOFTWARE if necessary for securing future use. The
Licensee may only use the backup copy for archiving
purposes and to re- install the SOFTWARE on the
COMPUTER. The Licensee must clearly label the
backup copy as a “backup copy” with the Licensor’s
copyright notice. Unless expressly permitted by this
EULA or by law, the Licensee may not create other
copies of the SOFTWARE or of print material included
with the SOFTWARE.
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4.

RIGHTS RESERVATION AND RETENTION OF TITLE
The Licensor reserves any rights not expressly granted
to the Licensee by this EULA, especially copyrights
and other industrial property rights for the SOFTWARE.
The SOFTWARE is protected by copyright.
All data carriers and print material are subject to retention of title until the purchase price is fully paid.

5.

REVERSE ENGINEERING, DECOMPILING AND
DISASSEMBLING RESTRICTIONS
The Licensee may not reverse engineer, decompile or
disassemble the SOFTWARE, unless permitted by law
or expressly by the Licensor. However, the former only
applies if the Licensor, within an appropriate period,
does not provide the necessary information requested
by the Licensee.

suitable product. After the update, the Licensee may no
longer use the initial SOFTWARE (unless regulated
otherwise). The Licensee may only use the resulting
updated product in compliance with this EULA. If the
SOFTWARE is an update for a component of a software program package the Licensee licensed as a uniform product, the SOFTWARE may only be used and
transferred as part of this uniform product package and
may not be separated for use on more than one
COMPUTER.
13.

SOFTWARE NOT INTENDED FOR RESALE
SOFTWARE specified as a “test license” may not be
sold or otherwise transferred in exchange for an equivalent value or used for purposes other than demonstration, testing or evaluation.

6.

RENTING/COMMERCAIL HOSTING PROHIBITION
The Licensee may not rent out or otherwise sublicense,
make publicly accessible or create wireless or wired
reproductions of or provide the acquired SOFTWARE
to third parties for a fee or free of charge (e.g., “software
as a service”). However, this does not apply if a registered representative provides the SOFTWARE to a company in accordance with Section 3.2.

14.

EDUCATOINAL VERSIONS OF THE SOFTWARE
(WINMOD-EDU)
To use SOFTWARE specified as an “educational version” or “EDU” (education), the Licensee must be an
“authorized user of a recognized educational institution.” Commercial use of the SOFTWARE is prohibited. In case of questions about such authorization,
please contact the Licensor.

7.

COMPONENT SEPARATION
The SOFTWARE is licensed as a uniform product. The
Licensee may not separate the SOFTWARE’s components for use on more than one COMPUTER.

15.

8.

TRADEMARKS
This EULA does not grant rights related to the Licensor’s WinMOD® trademark to the Licensee.

9.

PRODUCT SUPPORT
SOFTWARE support is provided by the Licensor. If you
have questions about this EULA or would like to contact the Licensor for another reason, please use the
address provided in the documentation.

EXPORT RESTRICTIONS
The Licensee and the Licensor agree that the
SOFTWARE may be subject to export and import restrictions. The Licensee must comply with all international
and national laws applicable to the SOFTWARE. Exporting the SOFTWARE may require an export license. In
such cases, the Licensee will be responsible for obtaining the necessary export license. The Licensor’s performance is conditional on performance not being
prevented by national or international export or important or other legal regulations.

16.

LICENSE CERTIFICATE AND AUDIT RIGHTS

10.

11.

12.

LINKS TO PAGES OF THIRD-PARTY PROVIDERS
When using the SOFTWARE, the Licensee may access
linked pages of third- party providers. Pages of thirdparty providers are not controlled by the Licensor. The
Licensor is not responsible for the contents of, links on
or changes or updates to pages of third- party providers.
ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE/SERVICES
This EULA also applies to additions, such as updates,
add-on components, product support or components of
Internet-based services of the SOFTWARE the Licensee may receive from the Licensor after the Licensee
received the original copy of the SOFTWARE, unless
the Licensee accepts the updated conditions or another agreement has priority. If additional components
do not include other conditions and are provided to the
Licensee by the Licensor, the Licensee will be granted
a license from the Licensor in compliance with this
EULA.
UPDATES
If the SOFTWARE is described as an update, the Licensee must have a corresponding license for a product
the Licensor designated as suitable for the update (“suitable product”) to use the SOFTWARE. SOFTWARE
described as an update will replace and/or supplement
(and, when updating the SOFTWARE, may disable) the
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16.1. Licensed copies of the SOFTWARE are provided on an
original dongle of the Licensor. The Licensee is only
given the dongle to use the SOFTWARE as specified
by the EULA, the license certificate and the user documentation.
16.2. If requested by the Licensor, the Licensee must enable
the Licensor to confirm proper use of the SOFTWARE,
especially concerning whether the Licensee qualitatively and quantitatively uses the SOFTWARE to the
licensed extent.
17.

TERMINATION
Other rights notwithstanding, the Licensor may terminate this EULA extraordinarily if the Licensee infringes on this EULA. In such cases, the Licensee must
destroy any copies of the SOFTWARE and of its components and return the dongle to the Licensor.

18.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT
This EULA (including all supplements and additional
agreements for this EULA that are part of the
SOFTWARE provision) represents the entire agreement between the Licensee and the Licensor concerning the SOFTWARE and (if available) support or
other services. This EULA has priority over all previous
or simultaneous oral or written notices, recommendations or assurances concerning the SOFTWARE
and any other object of this EULA.
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19.

GUARANTEE

of the INTENDED USE will be entirely at the risk of the
Licensee and excludes liability of the Licensor, unless
regulated otherwise hereafter. Irrespective of the legal
reason, including unlawful action, damages and reimbursement of futile expenses are regulated as follows:

19.1. Without undue delay upon receipt, the Licensee must
inspect the SOFTWARE for obvious defects. Defects
must be reported to the Licensor without undue delay.
19.2. If no defects are reported, the goods will be considered
accepted, except in case of hidden defects that could
not be detected during inspection. Hidden defects must
be reported without undue delay upon discovery; otherwise, the goods will be considered approved despite
their defects. However, these reporting obligations do
not apply to defects fraudulently concealed by the
Licensor.
19.3. Defects are not present if the Licensee causes the
defect by manipulating or having a third party manipulate the SOFTWARE without authorization granted
by the Licensor in writing or under the law or this
EULA. Defects are also not present if the SOFTWARE
is used on hardware or operating systems that do not
meet the requirements specified in the offer upon conclusion of the agreement or by the product description.
19.4. In case of a defect, the Licensor may, at the Licensor’s
discretion, remedy the defect or replace the
SOFTWARE. If the Licensor replaces the software, the
Licensee may receive a later version of the
SOFTWARE, unless this may cause unreasonable
impairments. In case of legal defects, the Licensor will,
at the Licensor’s discretion, provide legally sound use
of the SOFTWARE to the Licensee or adjust the
SOFTWARE to prevent infringements on third- party
rights. The Licensor may also fulfill its remedy obligations by providing updates with automatic installation to be downloaded from the Licensor’s website or
by offering telephone support to the Licensee to solve
any installation problems.
19.5. Remedies will have failed in case of 3 unsuccessful attempts by the Licensor. Remedy failure will authorize
the Licensee to withdraw from the agreement. However, withdrawal rights will not be established for insignificant defects. If the Licensor is at fault, the Licensee
may exercise damage claims in accordance with Section 20.
19.6. Defect claims will expire after 1 year. If the SOFTWARE
is sold on a data carrier, this limitation period will commence upon the delivery of the SOFTWARE to the
Licensee; if the SOFTWARE is sold via Internet download, the limitation period will commence upon disclosing and registering the access data for the download
area.
19.7. The Licensee may only invoke guarantee promises of
the Licensor that have been confirmed in writing by the
Licensor or by the Licensor’s legal representative.
19.8. The SOFTWARE was developed as software for the
INTENDED USE and is offered for this, not for special
purposes of the user. The SOFTWARE’s quality and
functionality is specified by the application documentation. The specifications therein represent performance specifications, not guarantees.
20.

LIABILITY LIMITATION
The SOFTWARE is provided to the Licensee exclusively for the INTENDED USE (Section 1). Use outside
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20.1. The Licensor will not be liable for simple negligence of
its bodies, legal representatives, employees or other
vicarious agents, except in case of violations of essential contractual obligations. Essential contractual obligations are the essential obligations on which the
contract is based and on the basis of which the contract
is concluded and on compliance with which the Licensee may rely.
20.2. If the Licensor is liable for damages under Section
20.3, this liability is limited to damages foreseeable by
the Licensor as a possible consequence of a breach of
contract or that are due to circumstances of which the
Licensor was or should have been aware when practicing due diligence at the time of contract conclusion.
In addition, compensation may only be provided for
indirect and subsequent damage caused by
SOFTWARE defects if such defects are typically to be
expected when using the SOFTWARE as intended.
20.3. In case of liability for simple negligence, the Licensor’s
liability for material damage and resulting asset
damage will be limited to EUR 300,000 per damage
case (corresponding to the Licensor’s respectively insured amount), even for violations of essential contractual
obligations. Apart from that, liability for restoring the
Licensee’s data is limited to the costs necessary for
restoring the data if the data is regularly secured in the
manner specified by the Licensor or by the provider of
third-party software or can otherwise be reconstructed
from machine-readable data material with reasonable
effort.
20.4. The above- stated liability exclusion and limitations
apply equally to bodies, legal representatives, employees and other vicarious agents of the Licensor.
20.5. Any technical information or consultation by the Licensor that is not part of the contractually agreed service
scope for providing the SOFTWARE is offered free of
charge and under exclusion of any liability.
20.6. The above-stated limitations of Section 20 do not apply
to the Licensor’s liability for intent, guaranteed characteristics, injuries to life, limb or health or under the
German Product Liability Act [Produkthaftungsgesetz,
ProdHaftG].
20.7. The Licensee must ensure that the Licensee and the
Licensee’s employees possess the knowledge
necessary for the proper installation and use of the
SOFTWARE for its INTENDED USE. The Licensor will
not be liable for problems or defects caused by inadequate knowledge of the SOFTWARE’s users.
21.

APPLICABLE LAW / PLACE OF JURISDICTION /
SEVERABILITY CLAUSE

21.1. To be effective, changes to this EULA must be issued
in written form. The same applies to any changes to
this written form requirement.
21.2. The law of the Federal Republic of Germany applies,
excluding the United Nations Convention on Contracts
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for the International Sale of Goods of 11 April 1980.
21.3. Insofar as legally permissible, the place of jurisdiction
is the registered office of the Licensor. However, the
Licensor may also sue at the competent court of the
Licensee or at any other court that may be competent
at the place of fulfillment of the obligation.
21.4. The invalidity of individual regulations of this EULA will
not affect the validity of the remaining regulations. In
such cases, the Parties must conclude a valid regulation that most closely approximates the intended aim
of the invalid regulation economically. The same applies to closing any regulatory gaps in this EULA.
Hennigsdorf July 2018
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